
Location: Sycorax System, Caliban IV 

Crusoe Outpost  

I awoke to the cold and indifferent voice of the computer, declaring the time of 0600 hours and 
instructing me to report for patrol duty. I rose out of my bunk and wiped the sleep from my eyes 
and strode through the barracks. Rows upon rows of bunks laid empty, deprived of their 
occupants, save for several where homemade mannequins made from bundles of cloth laid 
quietly on their mattresses. I bid them good morning as I walked to the sonic showers, and for a 
split second I almost heard them greet back. 

The mess hall was filled with the lonesome sound of chewing. It only took me a second to realize 
that the chewing belonged to me. Even with the mannequins sparsely scattered around, seated at 
different tables, they didn’t provide adequate company. I picked a bit at my MRE breakfast, 
which consisted of the same grayish goop endowed with the flavors of oatmeal and bacon and 
eggs. The only piece of real food that I had was the accursed piece of yellow-rind, red-pulped, 
citrus fruit that burned holes in my mouth with its unbearably tart flavor.  

After finishing off the rest of my slop, I made my way to the operations room to meet one of the 
few living friends I had on this base. The main computer stood watch over the base, 24/7. It 
minded the facility while I was out on patrol or hunting, it guarded me when I slept at night, and 
it provided me a voice only the most lonely soul need to talk to.  

I logged onto the main interface to review the sensor logs over the past night. Apparently, several 
bogeys breached the perimeter of base’s sensor sweep radius. Obviously, it’s something worth 
checking out. I dryly ordered the computer to disarm the minefield and to activate turret defenses 
as I left the base. 

I donned my pilot’s helmet and gloves, my traditional outing duds and jogged out to the motor 
pool to meet up with the second of my living friends. The Black Wasp, the standard issue 
scouting jet bike with speeds up to 300 kph. I kicked in the anti-gravity servos and took a deep 
breath as I twisted the accelerator handle. One of the few thrills I had left in my life was the 
hurricane-like winds of air rushing at my face, the only kind of joy that birds would know.  

I traveled about 5 kilometers south of the base, ignoring the scenery around me. It was the same 
picture I was forced to see every day I went out on patrol duty. What was once acres filled with 
rainbows of blooming wildflowers surrounded by blankets of lush emerald grass was now 
reduced to fields of scorched earth. The ground was littered with spider webs of cracked soil, 
forming a mosaic of desolation and destruction. Just because we were soldiers, didn’t mean we 
weren’t allowed to enjoy the scenery of this alien world.  

PROXIMITY WARNING, UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS APPROACHING PERIMETER 



I quickly dug into my pack and pulled out a pair of scouting binoculars to look in the southwest 
direction of where the intruders were pinged. Out in the distance, a giant cloud of dust was 
approaching accompanied by the distinct sound of thunder. I focused the sights to look deeper 
into the cloud, where I could see tiny spots of deathly eyes of glowing blue light. 

Oh no, they finally returned. I quickly turned tail and fled, not wasting any time barking out 
command codes to the computer to activate all automated defenses. 

“Activate auto defense system, authorization code Psi-Victor-Two-Three-Oh-Seven,” I barked 
out as I rushed to the armory. 

COMPLYING 

The turrets that lined the walls of the base sprung to life as they loaded their ammo and trained 
their laser sights. I found my last best friend, a High-Impact Electromagnetic Sniper Rifle. I was 
never trained to use this weapon, let alone authorized to use it. But with the literal death of 
protocol, a few rounds of practice with empty MRE cans and some of the local avian wildlife, I 
quickly became an expert. 

“Activate the minefield,” I ordered the computer through my communicator as I climbed up to 
the watchtower. 

The entire field around the outpost illuminated with flashes of red under the soil, signaling the 
mines arming themselves. I quickly lied down into sniper’s position and trained my scope on the 
approaching cloud of doom rushing towards the base. 

If you are reading this log and been steadily comprehending what’s been going on so far, I might 
as well take this opportunity to tell you who I am and what has happened. 

My name is Christopher Hu, I’m a cadet for Bionic Space Marine Corps stationed here on 
Crusoe outpost on Caliban IV. For six months now, I’ve been one of the survivors of a massive 
pandemic that infected and killed all of the personnel, every single adult, leaving only us cadets 
to fend for ourselves. Soon, a second plague began to spread. Legions of machines began 
attacking, picking us all of one by one. I survived through a combination of brains, muscle and 
sheer luck. Their bodies lie in those graves that I dug at the back of the base, their voices scream 
in my ears every time I fall asleep, their footsteps echo around me when I’m moving about, and 
their souls covet this base that I inhabit. I’m the only soldier in this little war on this godforsaken 
planet and I’ve barely turned sixteen. 

 I had my sights trained on the two eyes of light that was staring right back at me. I could barely 
make out the shape of its head in the dust cloud. It vaguely resembled a hollowed out skull, a 
mechanical grim reaper.  

“Wait for me, guys, I’ll be joining you soon,” muttered before pulling the trigger. 


